1
Class/Major Bin=Zero
Class/Major Bin=Unlimited
Permission of Instructor
Pending Prerequisite Override Request
Time Conflict with Already Registered Course

Consider
Not Recommended

2A
“B” column course
Class/Major Bin=Unlimited
Permission of Instructor
Pending Prerequisite Override Request
Time Conflict with Already Registered Course
Time Conflict with #1 ranked course

2B
“A” column course
#1 Ranked Course
Time Conflict with #1 ranked course
Class/Major Bin=Unlimited
Permission of Instructor
Pending Prerequisite Override Request
Time Conflict with Already Registered Course

3A
“B” column course
Class/Major Bin=Unlimited
Permission of Instructor
Pending Prerequisite Override Request
Time Conflict with Already Registered Course
Time Conflict with #1 ranked course

3B
“A” column course
#1 Ranked Course
Time Conflict with #1 ranked course
Class/Major Bin=Unlimited
Permission of Instructor
Pending Prerequisite Override Request
Time Conflict with Already Registered Course

4A/5A
“B” column course
Class/Major Bin=Unlimited
Permission of Instructor
Pending Prerequisite Override Request
Time Conflict with Already Registered Course
Time Conflict with #1 ranked course

4B/5B
“A” column course
#1 Ranked Course
Time Conflict with #1 ranked course
Class/Major Bin=Unlimited
Permission of Instructor
Pending Prerequisite Override Request
Time Conflict with Already Registered Course